ABSTRACT A mixture of acetylene, hydrogen and ammonia (C 2 H 2 /H 2 /NH 3 ) is used to produce carbon nanotubes (CNTs) by a plasma-enhanced catalytic chemical vapor deposition process either without (PE CCVD) or with hot filaments-assistance (PE HF CCVD). A mathematical model based on Chemkin computer package is used for analyzing specific conditions of nanotube synthesis. Simulations are compared with optical emission spectroscopy (OES) measurements. Morphological and structural investigations on the grown carbon nanostructures are also performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It was shown that the significant change in the density and the morphology of the CNTs grown in the presence of NH 3 could be mainly explained by the gas phase formation of CN and HCN. Both species display a high etching activity, whereas the species C, CH, CH 2 , CH 2 (S), C 2 and C 2 H are expected to be the most probable carbon nanotube precursors.
Introduction
Carbon nanotube (CNT) synthesis began in the early 1990s and is now in wide expansion because of many potential industrial applications. This is especially due to a singular combination of chemical and physical properties coupled with the relatively new ability to grow them well-aligned and perpendicular to a flat substrate. Three main methods of CNTs synthesis exist in the literature, they are namely the arc discharge, the laser ablation and the catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) methods. Whatever is the method used, it implies for carbon deposition the interaction between gaseous species, either vaporized by a physical process or chemically activated, and a substrate. The precise role of the different molecules, atoms, ions, neutral and excited radicals, is still not very clear in the CNT growth but this did not prevent growth scenarios to be proposed in the literature. In the laser ablation [1] and in the electric arc [2] methods, gas temperature is supposed to be above the graphite sublimation temperature, i.e. *4,000 K. Only carbon and noble gas elements are present in the system. To explain nanotube growth at such high temperatures, three growth mechanisms were proposed. In the first scenario, the growth occurs in the gas phase by carbon and catalyst cluster aggregation. In the second scenario, also called ''scooter'' mechanism, the growth is caused by heterogeneous adsorption of small carbon clusters C 1 , C 2 and C 3 on open-ended nanotubes. Finally in the third scenario, the growth occurs via dissolution of carbon into a molten metal catalyst followed by diffusion of dissolved carbon to the particle surface, and precipitation of this carbon taking the shape of nanotubes.
By contrast, in the CCVD method, gas temperature is relatively low, and due to the presence in the feed gas of hydrogen, nitrogen and some other elements like oxygen, the chemical system is by far richer and therefore much more complex. Nevertheless, since this method permits to achieve high yield of high purity CNTs with low cost and easy scaling up, it is much more promising, especially for direct synthesis of microelectronic devices [1, 3] . In addition, the activation of the gas by different sources of energy like plasma and/or hot filaments permits various process improvements such as a better CNTs growth rate, a better mutual orientation as well as a higher carbon selectivity [4] .
In these PE (HF) CCVD methods, controlling the feed gas decomposition provides an efficient tool to better improve the activation of the catalytic nanoparticles as well as to enhance the selective carbon etching and then to promote CNT formation and even orientation. In addition, the surface activation by a catalytic particle lowers the growth temperature to about 900-1,300 K, with the catalytic particles being held either on the top or on the base of the CNTs, respectively.
Carbon nanotubes growth in the PE (HF) CCVD process is obtained through decomposition of hydrocarbon like C 2 H 2 , CH 4 or carbon monoxide CO gas molecules [1, 3, 4] . Therefore there is a clear distinction between the thermal CCVD process, where no decomposition in gas phase occurs, and the PE (HF) CCVD process where preliminary decomposition in gas phase occurs. Moreover in both cases the incoming or activated gas is subsequently activated on the catalytic particle followed by carbon diffusion throughout or over the particle and finally by carbon condensation [5, 6] . Moreover, recent results have pointed out that the dissociation step of the carbon-based species on the catalytic particle is the rate limiting step [7] [8] [9] . From these observations many carbon-based species are expected to participate as precursors of CNTs growth.
Some few experimental investigations were carried out in the literature in order to measure some species in the plasma. Numerical models can complement these measurements by providing additional information that give a guideline for building a mechanistic understanding of the CNTs growth and help to optimize the PE HF CCVD process. Unfortunately PE HF CCVD models are not highly developed in the literature because the coupling of non-equilibrium plasma with nonlinear chemical system renders modeling difficult. By contrast however, detailed models were developed in the past for diamond [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] with similar HF CVD and PE (microwave) CVD processes or for nanotube growth with a thermal plasma electric arc discharge process [15] . Attempts to simulate gas composition in the non-thermal cold plasma environment were performed by Hash et al. [16, 17] . They studied the composition of cold plasma in either Direct Current-activated CCVD (DC CCVD process with Ar/C 2 H 2 /NH 3 atmosphere), or in the presence of hot filaments (DC HF CCVD process with C 2 H 2 /NH 3 atmosphere). From these studies it was concluded that the hot filament was not decisive for CNTs growth. Nevertheless, these conclusions are in some disagreement with experimental results [18, 19] where the crucial role of hot filaments is underlined.
To alleviate this contradiction, an investigation of the plasma chemistry during carbon nanotubes production is presented in this study. Our results include Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) measurements as well as numerical results. A particular attention will be given to the analysis of the effect of the source of activation (PE CCVD or PE HF CCVD modes), as well as the effect of ammonia and acetylene concentrations on the C 2 H 2 / H 2 /NH 3 gas phase chemistry.
Experimental Apparatus
The synthesis of carbon nanotubes was performed in an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) CVD set-up provided with two chambers. The first chamber served for deposition of catalytic cobalt and for surface analyses, while the second chamber was used for CNTs growth. The CVD growth chamber allowed working either in a PE CCVD mode or in a PE HF CCVD mode. A scheme and a photo of the experimental set-up are shown in Fig. 1a and b, respectively. The negative glow discharge above the sample can be evidenced. The catalyst preparation and the experimental procedure were already described in details in previous works [19, 20] . The incoming gas of molar composition of H 2 /C 2 H 2 (80/20) with an overall flow rate 100 sccm was activated by either hot filaments or by a DC electric glow discharge. In some experiments, small amounts of NH 3 (1-3% of the gas composition) were added to the main gas mixture. The pressure during synthesis was maintained at 10 mbar. Two tungsten filaments of 5 mm length were placed at 5 mm above the substrate and a power of P f = 150 W was used to heat them to a temperature of T f * 2,200 K. For the direct current glow discharge, an extraction power P p * 1 W (around 300 V times 3 mA) was used [20] . In addition, an infrared lamp, settled below the substrate, heated the sample to keep the substrate temperature at 973 K, regardless the gas activation mode.
Optical Emission Spectroscopy
An optical fiber probe ended by a rectangular slit (1 mm height; 2 mm width) was settled at a position 1 mm over the substrate in the glow discharge zone. The fiber transferred the collected light from the plasma to a photomultiplier through a Jobin-Yvon HR 320 monochromator using a 1,200 lines/mm grating. With this set-up, we were able to monitor the 400-700 nm wavelength region with a spectral resolution of 2 nm [21] and a good coverage of many neutral lines as well as the Swan bands (Dv = 0 and Dv = 1). The wavelength calibration was performed using the Balmer series of atomic hydrogen emission lines H a , H b , H c and H d lines at 656.3, 486.1, 434.0 and 410.2 nm, respectively [22, 23] . Once the hot filaments between the cathode and the substrate were activated, a noncoherent radiative emission was induced, increasing markedly the background. To remove it, the spectrum with the heated filaments (150 W, 2,170 K) but without plasma was first recorded as a reference spectrum. Then, the spectrum in the HF DC CCVD mode was recorded and subtracted from this reference after normalization at 400 nm. A typical spectrum obtained after this background subtraction is given in Fig. 2 . Most of the lines could be easily assigned, and the major optical emission lines arose from atomic and molecular species like H, CH, H 2 , CN, NH, N 2 and C 2 , respectively.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
The morphology and the size of the nanotube samples were studied by SEM and TEM. SEM observations were achieved with a XL30S-FEG PHILIPPS apparatus operating at 3 kV. HRTEM observations were performed with a TOPCON 002B microscope operating at 200 kV. To evaluate the growth rates, samples were also observed with a special substrate holder allowing observations with 45° incidence angle but within a limited focalization area of the electron beam.
Modeling

Overview of the Model
Simulations of the acetylene/hydrogen/ammonia system were performed in specific CCVD conditions using the CHEMKIN TM database and software package [25] . In zero spatial dimension (0D), we used the AURORA software to estimate the plasma composition at equilibrium, given gas and electron temperatures. In one spatial dimension (1D), the SPIN code was used to calculate the distribution of steady-state species, given a gas temperature profile. Since, in CCVD process, carbon was supplied by a gaseous hydrocarbon mixed with hydrogen and ammonia, gas phase chemistry must include species in the C/H/N system with their reaction schemes and thermodynamic properties. In the case of the carbon nanotube formation by a PE HF CCVD process, the incoming gas was activated by hot filaments and the simulation domain lied between the filament and the plasma, hence the SPIN program was used to simulate this reactor region in (1D) spatial dimension. The gas temperature profile T g (d) between the filaments and the substrate was taken from Mankelevich et al. [12, 26] . They studied similar CH 4 /H 2 and C 2 H 2 /H 2 mixtures with similar gas phase conditions for diamond growth. According to these authors, the temperature profile was given by:
where T 0 , T L and T g (d) were the gas temperatures, very close to the filaments (d C 0), at the distance L from the filament and at the distance d (0 \ d \ L), respectively, and R f = 150 lm was the filament radius. Many results indicated that T 0 could be approximated to T 0 & T f -500 where T f was the true filaments temperature. T L corresponded to the temperature (975 K) at L = 5 mm from the filaments (T L = T S temperature of the substrate). Details of the processes occurring at the filament surface, especially the widely studied H 2 dissociation [27, 28] , have not been studied here. Thus, we adopted for all our simulations the following temperature profile:
The simulations using SPIN were not included in the case of PE CCVD, where the incoming gas is activated only by an electric discharge.
The composition of the plasma at equilibrium was modeled using the AURORA software by assuming the direct current DC electric glow discharge as a well mixed (0D) reactor with a net generation of chemical species within the plasma volume and without loss of species to the substrate and to the reactor surfaces. The model assumed two temperatures, translational/rotational T g and electronic T e temperatures, each describing a Maxwell/Boltzmann distribution for its respective mode. The structure of direct current glow discharge was well known [29, 30] , since the highest concentration of ions lied in the plasma region of negative glow discharge. In the positive column, the concentration of electrons and ions was about two to three orders of magnitude lower around 10 [30] . Because of the smaller number density of ions and electrons in the positive column, it was possible to neglect the influence of charged species in this positive column. So it was not necessary to simulate the complete evolution of DC glow since the major influence on gas phase chemistry occurred in the region from negative glow to cathode (plasma sheath). These properties of glow discharge led, in a first approach, to simplify the model by simulating the concentrations of species only in the region of the negative glow. The thickness of plasma sheath was experimentally estimated to around 1.5 mm from direct visualization ( Fig. 1 ). This observation was further checked using the theoretical ChildLangmuir theory within the assumption of low pressure plasma [31, 32] where the thickness of plasma sheath d was calculated from the equation:
Where e 0 was the electrical permittivity in vacuum, e was the electron charge, V 0 was the potential drop, m i and j i were the ion mass and the ion current, respectively. It was further assumed that the plasma sheath was much larger than the mean free path (mfp) k i of the ionic species M i . This mfp could be estimated from the Child's law limited by collisional diffusion according to: Where j 0 and V 0 were the current density (*6 mA/cm 2 ) and the potential drop (-310 V), respectively. For molecular hydrogen H 2 , the mfp extracted from expression 4 could be estimated to 10 lm, which was in good agreement with reported data under similar conditions [33] .
Aurora Model Equations
We used AURORA software to simulate the average steady-state bulk plasma properties, like electron density and degree of dissociation, given gas and electron temperatures. Even though the steady-state solution is searched for, the mass conservation of each gas-phase species was written as a time-dependent equation:
where q was the mass density, V was the reactor volume, m _ was the inlet mass flow rate, Y k * and Y k were the inlet and outlet mass fractions of the kth species, respectively, x _ k was the net molar rate of production of the kth species by gas-phase chemical reaction per unit volume, W k was the molecular weight of the kth species and K g was the total number of gas-phase species given below.
Spin Model Equations
We used SPIN software to determine species and velocity profiles in a steady-state 1D HF CCVD region. This model was a boundary values problem consisting of a set of ordinary differential equations, solved by a finite difference procedure and incorporating stagnationpoint flow and temperature-dependent fluid properties. SPIN model equations included
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-E continuity relation (6), radial momentum conservation (7) and species conservation (8) relations in 1D HF CCVD region.
Continuity Relation
Radial Momentum Conservation
Species Continuity Conservation
Although these equations were stated in their transient form, the solution was obtained when all time derivatives were zero. The independent variables were the distance normal to the substrate x, and the time t. The dependent variables were axial u and radial V velocities, the mass density q and the gas-phase species mass fractions Y i . In the radial momentum Eq. 7, p was the spatially varying component of the pressure. The molecular weight of species i was M i and the net chemical production rate of species i by gas-phase reaction was x i in Eq. 8. The species diffusion velocity V i was calculated from mixture diffusion coefficient and species gradient.
Reaction Schemes and Thermodynamic Properties
Two chemical systems were considered in our simulations. [25, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Rates of reaction k were given in Arrhenius form according to Eq. 9.
where A, b and E were the pre-exponential factor, the temperature exponent and the activation energy, respectively. They are displayed in Appendix A-C.
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Initial and Boundary Conditions
For PE HF CCVD simulations, first the HF CCVD region was simulated (SPIN) using the chemical reactions from Appendix A and Appendix A-B for the gas mixtures C 2 H 2 /H 2 and C 2 H 2 /H 2 /NH 3 , respectively. Then the DC glow discharge was simulated (AURORA) using the reactions from Appendix A-C with dependence on the possible addition of NH 3 . For the PE CCVD reactor only the AURORA model was used. So again reactions from Appendix A-C were used. Initial conditions were calculated using EQUILIBRIUM, another part of the CHEM-KIN TM software. For the PE HF CCVD mode, the equilibrium was calculated at the gas temperature near the filaments and a pressure of 10 mbar at a distance 5 mm from the substrate (3.5 mm from the plasma sheath). In PE CCVD simulations, equilibrium was calculated at the gas temperature of plasma (in negative glow 1,300-1,400 K, dependent on the gas composition) based on the OES measurements reported elsewhere [24] .
Surface reactions were taken from the model presented by Grujicic et al. [40, 41] and then extended to employ more hydrocarbon species expected to participate to the CNTs growth. This model was based on the following reactions: (i) chemisorption of hydrogen and hydrocarbon molecules on a catalytic Co surface, (ii) hydrogen abstractions down to hydrocarbon decomposition and (iii) diffusion of carbon atoms followed by carbon nanotube formation. These surface reactions are presented in Appendix D. They consist in 33 reactions where (S) stands for surface species, (Co) and (T) are free and occupied sites of the catalyst, and (NT) stands for carbon nanotube. As it can be seen, ions were not used in the set of surface reactions, although it was observed that ion bombardment can have positive and also negative impact on activation of the substrate and nucleation of CNTs [42, 43] . It is assumed however that their contribution to the rate growth is low.
Since no other carbon phases were incorporated in this model, the density of growth sites C was calculated by geometrical considerations from Hamada's indices n and m. We considered a triangular arrangement of carbon nanotubes within a bundle and divided the number of atoms per hexagon by the surface of the hexagon using the equation -10 moles/cm 2 [15] . The surface site density is often assumed to be conserved. The surface-species conservation equation is given by
where Z CR is surface species site fraction. The chemical production s CR of surface species by surface reactions is given by the sum over the rate-of-progress variables for all surface reactions of Appendix D. The rate of production s CR expressed in moles/cm 2 /min is converted to linear nanotube growth rate G in lm/min by using nanotube bulk mass density q CNT = 2.20 g/cm 3 and molecular weight M CNT = 12.01 g/mol using the equation Of course these calculations are rough approximations, as they assume that the growth rate is not dependent on the limited active surface area of the catalyst.
Results and Discussion
The model Eqs 5 and 6-8 are solved using the base values and range of physical parameters reported in Table 1 . In this table, the electron temperature is estimated from optical emission spectroscopy (OES) measurements while rotational temperature is evaluated from the emission spectra of the (0-0) C 2 (d 3 P g ) ? C 2 (a 3 P u ) transition using numerical simulation of the spectra. The rotational temperature as a function of the C 2 H 2 content in a C 2 H 2 /H 2 mixture was reported elsewhere by our group [24] . The OES is also used to determine relative values of different species as in previous studies of CNTs grown by plasma-enhanced CVD [44] [45] [46] .
The most abundant neutral species in PE HF CVD simulations with ''base value'' conditions are presented in Fig. 3 as a function of the position in between the hot filaments and the substrate. As it was mentioned above, hot filaments were placed 5 mm above the substrate and the negative glow from a direct current glow discharge plasma occurs at around 2 mm from the substrate. The plasma sheath region lays from 1.5 mm to substrate. It can be seen that, apart from H 2 and C 2 H 2 , H, HCN, N 2 , C 2 H 4 , C 2 H 3 , CH 4 , CH3, C 2 H, C and CN are the most abundant species with strong variations near the filaments and smooth evolution in the plasma sheath.
The species C, CH, CH 2 , CH 3 , C 2 and C 2 H are supposed to be the most probable carbon nanotube precursors. Adsorption of these hydrocarbons on transition metals surface followed by hydrogen abstraction results in the catalytic growth of carbon nanotubes. A growth rate of G = 0.9 lm/min, at base value conditions from Table 1 , is obtained from these gas phase and surface simulations. Such simulated growth rate is in very good agreement with experimentally observed growth rate around 1 lm/min. It should be noted however that the simulated growth rate is assumed as linear. 
Effect of the NH 3 Content
We first vary the ammonia concentration in the feed gas within 0-3%, using PE HF CCVD mode, with all the other parameters being fixed to the ''base value''. Number densities of the most representative neutral and ionic species are showed in Fig. 4 . Due to the small amount of added ammonia, we must not expect a significantly change in hydrogen, carbon and hydrocarbon concentrations. Indeed the influence of 1% NH 3 on density of carboncontaining species is weak, with HCN, CN and N 2 formation. With 3% of NH 3 , a falling off of the number densities of C and C 2 is observed while on the other hand, HCN and CN number densities are markedly increased. For PE CCVD mode as well (not shown here), the sole effect of the addition of small amounts of NH 3 also results in the production of non negligible concentrations of HCN and CN species. Indeed, for PE CCVD and PE HF CCVD processes, adding 1% of ammonia to the feed gas increases the number densities of HCN to 3.4 9 10 14 and 5.3 9 10 14 cm -3 , respectively. These values corresponds to a mole fraction of *0.007 and *0.009 respectively. The second most abundant nitrogenated molecule is N 2 , with a fairly constant number density of *10 14 cm -3 regardless the CCVD technique used. Smith et al. [47] have shown that due to its high dissociation energy, N 2 is a chemically inactive species. By contrast, it is expected that CN and HCN molecules with a strong but more reactive bond may contribute, likewise atomic hydrogen, to enhance the chemical substrate etching, and, as heavy ions, to sputtering. These effects are illustrated by the dramatic decrease of the CNT density with ammonia content displayed by SEM in Fig. 5 and by a much better quality of the individual CNT as illustrated in TEM images of Fig. 6b for CNT obtained with 3% ammonia. From this study, it is found that the addition of 1% NH 3 represents a good compromise to achieve a high oriented and a rather good quality CNT films as shown in Fig. 5b . The origin of the dramatic decrease of the CNT density in Fig. 5c increase of CN and HCN species is the main reason of this poisoning. Probably this is a few of each of these explanations.
Effect of the Gas Activation Mode
Next, the effect of hot filaments on the gas activation is examined. Indeed, it is observed experimentally that the use of a DC CCVD mode or a DC HF CCVD mode leads to a quite different behavior in carbon deposition [19] . In filament-on mode, a CNT film without any other form of carbon deposit is obtained as shown in Fig. 7a . By contrast, in filament-off mode a film of amorphous carbon covers the whole substrate with few tiny carbon nanotubes merging from this carbon film (Fig. 7b) . To discuss this strong difference, the gas phase composition was calculated using Aurora and Spin softwares in PE CCVD and PE HF CCVD conditions, respectively. Since it is believed that atomic hydrogen plays a key role in the synthesis of carbon nanotube by selective etching of amorphous carbon, we first focus our presentation and discussion of the results on the hydrogen species. We will present subsequently the carbon-containing and the charged species. Figure 8 shows the number densities of atomic and molecular hal-00796265, version 1 -2 Mar 2013 hydrogen calculated in the PE CCVD mode as a function of acetylene content in the feed gas (with 0% or 1% ammonia).
For both cases, the results indicate a weak decrease in H 2 concentration with an increase in C 2 H 2 gas content. This is coupled with an increase in atomic hydrogen that reach a plateau at around 25% of C 2 H 2 indicating that atomic hydrogen in PE CCVD is produced mainly by the decomposition of C 2 H 2 rather than H 2 . Hence the concentration of H 2 (20% C 2 H 2 in gas flow) is approximately 4.2 9 10 16 cm -3 that represents 78.7% of mole fraction. The small decrease of molecular H 2 is due to the weak H 2 decomposition at 1,350 K and the relatively weak plasma power around 1 W. This is in good agreement with the numerical results of Hash et al. [17] with similar conditions. Figure 9a are presents the calculated concentrations of atomic and molecular hydrogen as a function of added acetylene in the PE HF CCVD mode. Unlike the filament-off mode shown in Fig. 8 , both H and H 2 concentrations decrease with an increasing C 2 H 2 flow rate. However, since the hot filaments are very close to the negative column, the production of atomic hydrogen is now increased by about three orders of magnitude. Thus atomic hydrogen mole fraction represents *2% in the PE HF CCVD plasma and only 50 ppm in the PE CCVD plasma. As hydrogen radicals are strongly efficient for the etching of amorphous carbon, this huge difference can explain the growth behavior: growth of tiny CNTs and major deposition of amorphous carbon in the absence of atomic hydrogen (PE CCVD mode); growth of long CNTs in the presence of atomic hydrogen (PE HF CCVD mode). Increasing the content of C 2 H 2 in the inlet mixture leads to a decrease of the concentration of atomic hydrogen in the plasma through the decrease of by OES during PE HF CCVD. As shown in Fig. 9 , the predicted trend for atomic hydrogen is in pretty good agreement with these measurements. However, the predicted decrease of molecular hydrogen as a function of C 2 H 2 content is a bit slower than the observed OES measurements.
The abundant formation of carbon monomer C and dimer C 2 confirms the efficiency of the filament-on mode. From numerical results of Fig. 10 , it can be clearly seen that the concentrations of C and C 2 are respectively eight and six orders of magnitude higher in the filament-on mode. Since the formation of well-structured carbon nanotube is predominately observed during the filament-on mode, whereas amorphous carbon is the major phase during the filament-off mode, we can conclude that (i) depending on the filament activation mode, two regimes of growth exist, (ii) carbon monomers and dimers could provide carbon feedstock for nanotube growth in the filament-in mode.
As the gas-phase chemistry in the plasma is also driven by the electron kinetics, we discuss now the effect of the filament on the electron and ions composition. Figure 11 displays a comparison of the concentration of charged species in the plasma for the filament-off mode (PE CCVD) versus the filament-in mode (PE HF CCVD). Similar gas mixture with a molar composition 20% C 2 H 2 , 79% H 2 and 1% NH 3 is used for this study. The calculations, displayed in Fig. 11 , indicate that in both cases, the most abundant positively charged ion is C 2 H 5 with almost identical number density. However, when the filament is activated, electron and proton H + number densities are improved by a factor of three and ten, respectively. For the electron density n e-, the values calculated are processes like microwave discharges [14, 48, 49] and DC discharges [50, 51] . Even if it must be recalled that such comparisons may be handled with care because of different experimental conditions (gas, pressure, plasma power, experimental set up, ...), nevertheless the same order of magnitude is found.
For the proton, due to the weak dissociation of H 2 in PE CCVD mode, the concentration of atomic hydrogen is low, so also is the concentration of H + , despite the weaker stability of H + compared to H + (Fig. 11 ). However in PE HF CCVD mode, concentration of protons is by far most important due to (i) presence of radical H which is a few orders of magnitude higher, and (ii) decomposition of unstable H + . It is likely that the difference between concentrations of H + affects the resulted growth of carbon nanotubes. Indeed, hydrogen ions could be accelerated to the sample cathode where they participate to the sputtering of graphitic carbon and to the activation of the substrate through a competitive adsorption of hydrocarbons. It is interesting to notice that the number density of H radical in PE CCVD mode is only one order of magnitude higher than the one of H + in PE HF CCVD. Finally, number densities of neutral C x H y species with x = 1, 2 and y = 0 B y B 6 are presented in Fig. 12 for PE CCVD and PE HF CCVD processes, respectively. It can be noted for the filament-in mode : (i) a larger amount of C, CH, CH 2 , CH 2 (S), C 2 and C 2 H are produced, showing thus the efficiency of the thermal dissociation at higher temperatures *2,000 K; (ii) a slightly higher C 2 H 2 concentration probably due to the diffusion of C 2 H 2 from the hotter region of filaments where this molecule is more stable at high temperature. Finally we can conclude that in addition of C and C 2 discussed above ( Fig. 10) , CH, CH 2 , CH 2 (S), CH 3 and C 2 H are also expected to contribute to the growth of carbon nanotubes.
Effect of the C 2 H 2 Partial Pressure on PE CCVD and PE HF CCVD
It has been reported that the growth of carbon nanotubes is also dependent on the C 2 H 2 partial pressure [52] . Thus we further investigate the variations of the gas activated mixture with the partial C 2 H 2 pressure. In Fig. 13a the evolution of C 2 number density with the molar percentage of acetylene in the inlet gas is displayed for the filament-on mode. The total pressure being constant, as a consequence the C 2 number density increases with the partial pressure of acetylene, as calculated in Fig. 13a , in good agreement with the OES measurements shown in Fig. 13b . Above 25% C 2 H 2 however a net slowing down is observed. This confirms experimental observations [52] which state that 20% of acetylene is considered as the optimum gas content for carbon nanotubes synthesis. A similar behavior is also observed for calculated C 2 H and CH species, not shown here to simplify the figure. Surprisingly, when ammonia is added, there is no dependence of the concentration of carbon atoms C with the C 2 H 2 concentration (Fig. 10) . Then carbon atoms and hydrocarbons react with nitrogen and hydrogen via the reactions C + N 2 , CN + N and N + H 2 , HCN + H to produce CN and HCN species. In conclusion, the presence of ammonia in the discharge enhances the trapping of free carbon radicals and reduces their condensation as amorphous carbon. For the PE CCVD mode (Fig. 10 ) the same dependence was found, but yet with a much lower number density. group. These efforts are aimed at addressing the feasibility issues of a wide range of nanotube synthesis conditions through a combination of experiments and modeling analyses. For the simulations, CHEMKIN database and software package were used with the goal to estimate the concentrations of species responsible of the formation of nanotubes.
Conclusion
Simulations were compared with OES measurements and structural investigations were performed using SEM and TEM observations. A close comparison is undertaken with the PE CCVD mode (with filaments off). Our results indicate that the density and the morphology of the nanotubes are strongly improved when three conditions are gathered (i) an adequate percentage of ammonia, found to be 1% in our conditions (ii) an optimal acetylene percentage around 20% in the feed gas and (iii) a filament-on mode. These improvements could be explained by the crucial chemical activities of two groups of molecules (i) H, CN and HCN that could help to improve the quality of nanotube through specific graphite etching (ii) C, C 2 but also CH 3 , CH 2 , CH 2 (S) and C 2 H that may act as growth precursors leading to two seemingly opposite growth mechanisms (carbon nanotubes or amorphous carbon) when the filament is activated or not. Thus the next step of our research will consist in the exploitation of these one-dimensional geometry results combined with a more sophisticated surface chemistry results simulating the nanotube growth. Influence of ions on the surface chemistry and their direct participation on CNTs growth will be also accounted for. We hope that such a comprehensive model will enable us to make accurate predictions about the spatial distribution of species in the reactor, as well as to calculate nanotube growth rates in different synthesis conditions. These estimations are expected to improve our understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of nanotube formation and to better control the process through controllable parameters yielding to ordered nanotube architectures and integrated devices. Appendix C Arrhenius kinetic parameters for the reactions containing charged species
